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REMARKS ON HYPONORMAL TRIGONOMETRIC 
TOEPLITZ OPERATORS 

PENG FAN 

ABSTRACT. Presented in this note are a characterization of 
hyponormal trigonometric Toeplitz operators of degree two and a 
characterization of operators (in the class of hyponormal trigono
metric Toeplitz operators) whose self-commutators are of rank 
one. 

For $ in L°° of the unit circle, the Toeplitz operator T$ with symbol 
ç5 is the operator on H2 of the unit disk defined by the equation T$(f) = 
P((j)f) where P is the orthogonal projection onto H2. A trigonometric 
Toeplitz operator of degree n is a Toeplitz operator 7^ with ^(z) = 
2] k=-n akzki where an or a_n ^ 0. An operator T is called hyponormal if 
its self-commutator, T*T — TT*, is a positive operator. 

It is obvious that, given 0(z) = axz + Ö_1Z, 7^ is a hyponormal operator 
if and only if \ax\ — IÛL.̂  ^ 0. A less obvious fact is that, given <f>(z) = 
2] n

k=-nakz
k, the self-commutator of the hyponormal trigonometric Toe

plitz operator 7^ of degree n is of rank zero (in other words, T$ is normal 
if and only if \an\ = \a_n\ (>0) ; this fact was first observed by Ito and 
Wong [4, remark 4]. The purpose of this note is to present the following 
extensions which, we hope, may shed some light on the problem of 
characterizing hyponormal Toeplitz operators [1, problem 1], and on 
the problem of identifying operators (in the class of trigonometric Toe
plitz operators) the ranks of whose self-commutators are given. These 
extensions also provide us with means to construct easily hyponormal 
operators that are not subnormal (for other types of examples, see: 
Halmos [3, problems 160 and 164]; Putnam [5, p. 60]; Fan and Stampfli 
[2]). 

THEOREM 1. Let (f>(z) = £ |=_2 akz
k, where a2 or a_2 # 0. The trigonome

tric Toeplitz operator T^ of degree two is hyponormal if and only if\a2\
2 — 

|tf-2l2 ^ \a2ä-i - â-2fli\-
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THEOREM 2. Let (j>{z) = £ J=_n akz
k, where an or a_n ^ 0. The self-

commutator of the hyponormal trigonometric Toepiitz operator T$ of 
degree n ( ̂  2) zs 0/ rank one if and only if 

(1) \an\
2 - |tf_„|2 = M _ w + 1 - fl-^^il > 0. 

Before proceeding to the proofs of the theorems, we would like to 
state some notations and some facts about the self-commutator of Tf, 
the proofs of these facts are omitted, since they involve only standard 
computations. The matrix representation (with respect to the natural 
basis {1, z, z2, . . .}) of the self-commutator C^T^T^ - TT$) of 
a trigonometric Toepiitz operator T^ of degree n is of the form M^ © 0 
in which the n x n hermitian matrix M^ whose (/, j)-entry is equal to 
EUÀaifik+j-i - <t-kä-k-j+i) for i^j ^ U is the compression of C^ to 
V{1, z, . . ., z"-1} and 0 is the zero operator on K{zw, zw+1, . . .} . Thus, of 
course, 7^ is hyponormal if and only if M^ is positive, and C^ is of rank 
one if and only if M^ is. Moreover, let <Jj(z) = 2 0 % ^ + S 2 ± { ak_xz

k\ 
then, M^ is precisely the compression of M^ to F{z, z2, . . . , zw_1}. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The proof can be concluded by basic arguments 
on positivity of matrices, with the aid of the following identities : 

det M, = (|tf2|
2 - |a_2|

2) S U N 2 - \a_k\
2) 

= (\a2\
2 - \a-2\

2)2 + l ^ i l 2 - l ^ - i l 2 

(2) - |tf-2tfil
2 + l«-2«-il2 - |a2tfi|

2 - M-2«-il2 

+ ä2aiä-2u-i + ^2^1^-2^-1 

= ( N 2 - |tf-2l2)2 - 1^-1 - ^-2^ll2-

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Necessity: Observe the compression of M^ to 
V{zn~2, zn~1} is precisely M^, where 0(z) = anz

2 + a„_xz + tf_„+iz + tf_„z2. 
Since Mçj is of rank one, the rank of M^ is less than or equal to one, but, 
since \a„\ ^ \a-n\ (if not so, then T$ would be a normal operator), 
it is one. Hence, (1) follows, replacing M^ by M^ in (2). 

Sufficiency : We need the following lemma, which may be of indepen
dent interest. 

LEMMA. Let A be a positive operator acting on H (dim H ^ 3), e0 a unit 
vector in H, and {eh e2, .. .} an orthonormal basis for M, the orthogonal 
complement of e0 with respect to H. If these two conditions are satisfied: 
(I) The rank of compression of A to M is one, and (II) There exists a k 
(^1) such that (Aek, ek) ^ 0 and (AeQ, e0)-(Aek, ek) = \(Aek, e0)\

2
9 then 

A is of rank one. 

PROOF. Since the compression of A to M is positive and of rank one, 
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A can be written as 

r X 0 X1 X2 ~| 

*i kil2 äxa2 - • • 

x2 aiä2 \a2\
2 

with respect to {eQ, eh e2, . . . } , where xn = (Aen, eQ) for n ^ 0 and 
amäw = 04^m, O for /77, n ^ 1. So, to complete the proof of this lemma, 
we shall show that there exists an a such that x0 = \a\2 and xn = âan 

for n ^ 1. To this end, let B be the compression of A to V{e0, ekì en}\ 
then, 

det B = -|-*"*<xJ2 + xkxnâkan + ^ Ä ^ „ - |xwa*|2 = -I**«* - * Ä I 2 -

Since det B ^ 0, this implies x ^ = .xy^. Put a = **/ff* (recall \ak\
2 = 

04 eA, <̂ ) ^ 0). We have xn = aan for /7 ^ 1 ; this, along with the condi
tion (II), implies x0 = \a\. So that proof of this lemma is complete. 

Observe that xn = aa„ holds even without the condition (II). 

Now, we are to finish the rest of the proof of theorem 2 by induction 
on the degree of 7^. 

Suppose 7^ is of degree two. It is clear that (1), plus (2), implies M$ 
is of rank one. 

Assuming, when T$ is of degree n = k, (1) is a sufficient condition for 
Mf being of rank one, we want to show, when 7^ is of degree n = k -f 1, 
(1) still is true. 

Since the compression of M$to V{z, ...,zk] is precisely M^ where 
0(z) = Hj~i^j+izJ + HjA-i^j-iz', w e n a v e that, by the induction hypo
thesis, M$ satisfies the condition (I) of the lemma—that is, the rank of 
M^ is one. Hence, to complete the proof, we must show that M^ also 
satisfies the condition (II)—that is, 

(3) (|am|2 - \a_k_tf) X^KKI2 - |a-yl2) = \äk+1ax - a+tf-tf. 

Since the left hand side of this equation is equal to 

(|«A+1P - \a+tf) L)±KI«yl2 - l«-yl2) 

+ (K+1 |2 - \a_k_tf) (\atf - |a_!|2), 

and since the first term of the above expression is equal to \äk+ia2 — 
âf_̂ _!̂ _2|

2 (due to the induction hypothesis that the rank of M^ is one, 
whence the determinant of the compression of M^ to V{z, zk) is zero), 
(3) is equivalent to 
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( k + i l 2 - l ^ - i l 2 ) ( N 2 - K i l 2 ) 
(4) 

= \äk+iai - fl_Ä_iä_!|2 - \äk+1a2 - Ö_Ä_IÖ_2|2. 

To establish this equation, let c = (äk+1ai - a_Ä_1a_1)/(|aiH_1|
2 - |tf_*_i|2). 

Then, 

äk+iai - fl-Ä-iä-i = r(K+il2 - |tf-*-il2), 
«Aul - a-kä-i + äft+i^ - ^-k-\ä-2 = cfajHio* ~ Ä-A-I«-*)-

The second equation of (5) holds because of the observation following 
the lemma, which states that the ratio of the (1, &)-entry of M$ (the 
quantity on the left hand side of this equation) and the (k -f 1, k)-
entry of M^ (the second factor on the other side of this same equa
tion) is equal to c. We want to solve (5) for ax and a^. Setting d = 
(äk+1a2 - a-t-iß-aUfik+ia-k - fl-*-i^), we obtain ax = ak+1c - a_k^d, 
ä-i — ä-k-ic — äMd. Therefore, 

l^il2 - la-li2 = k+i^l2 - cik^cä-k^d - äk+1 ca-k-id 

+ \a^k.xd\2 - |tf_*-i<?l2 + ä-k-.xcaMd 

+ a_k-icäk+1d - |aÄ+it/|2 

= (l««-il2 — I^L-Ä-II2) (l^l2 — Irfl2) 

= (k+il 2 - |a-*-il2) 

•[|^+i«i - ß-Ä-ia-il/dfljH-il2 - |tf-*-il2)2 

- \äk+1a2 - fl_Ä-iä-2|
2/(l«*+il2 - l«-fe-il2)2]. 

The last equality is obtained simply by substitutions and by (1), which 
says \äk+i<i-k — a-k-iäk\ = \aM\2 — \a-k-i\

2. It is clear that equation (6) 
implies equation (4). This completes the proof. 

REMARKS. 1. The argument of (j> in theorem 1 can be replaced by an 
inner function, utilizing the fact that Toeplitz operators with inner func
tions as symbols are isometries, which are direct sums of unilateral shifts 
and unitary operators. 

2. The argument of <f> in theorem 2 can be replaced by the linear frac
tional transformations <f>a(z) = (z - a) 1(1 - äz), \a\ < 1, since they are 
unitarily equivalent to the unilateral shift. 

3. By deleting the word "hyponormal" from theorem 2, equation (1) 
still stands as a necessary condition, but no longer as a sufficient one. 
Indeed, let <j>(z) = z3 + 2z2 + z2; it is obvious that |a3|

2 - |a_3|
2 = 1 = 

|a3fl_2| - \a-3a2l but 

|"4 2 01 

M+ = 2 4 21 

0 2 1 
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which is not of rank one. 
4. The results in this note seem to indicate that the characterization 

of hyponormal trigonometric Toeplitz operators of degree three should 
be very messy and that, if such characterization exists, then it should 
provide a clue to a related problem—characterization of hyponormal 
trigonometric Toeplitz operators whose self-commutators are of rank two. 
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